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The fundamental problem of torque free rigid body motion has traditionally bewil-

dered researchers throughout the globe [1]. A widely acclaimed geometric description of

such motion via a rolling (without slipping) Poins�ot ellipsoid turns out being elusive in

�critical� cases, evidenced by Vladimir Dzhanibekov and demonstrated by William Burke.

As is the case with the simple pendulum �standing� in its unstable equilibrium position

which �separates� two rotary motions (in two distinct directions): �clockwise� and �coun-

terclockwise� [2], a free rigid body spinning about its middle axis of inertia might ��ip� in

two distinct �oppositely oriented� ways! With the point at (complex) in�nity being added

to the time domain, of the critical solution, the uniqueness (which, otherwise, holds for

a solution restricted to a bounded time domain) is violated. And, as was the case with

the pendulum where two motion regimens (oscillatory and rotary) separated by unstable

equilibrium must be distinguished, two motion regimens for a freely moving rigid body

separated by �permanent� rotation about the middle axis must also be distinguished.

Namely, a rotation might occur about either the �minor� or the �major� axis but it never

occurs (simultaneously) about both. An analytic unifying solution of free rigid body mo-

tion, explicitly expressed via time dependent transition matrices, requires a (complete)

determination of the group of its �preserving� fractional transformations, as was pointed

out in [3]. We shall discover that achieving an exact and computationally robust solution

requires the construction of a fourth axis (along with body's three main axes of inertia),

which we call Galois critical axis. It (and only it) rotates uniformly and permanently

about the (�xed) angular momentum, even as the middle axis �reverses� its direction (to

either match or oppose the direction of the angular momentum) during the critical mo-

tion which must (from now on) necessarily �augment� the permanent rotation about the

middle axis, routinely characterized as �unstable� (mistakenly) suggesting that no other

solutions emerge unless perturbations (however small) ensue. Moreover, dual critical so-

lutions sharing one and the same (invariant) Galois critical axis must be �analytically

continued at (complex) in�nity� before we declare the motion completely determined and

the problem entirely settled!
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The trajectories for two dual solu-

tions in a �K�onig reference frame�.

Both solutions share one and the

same Galois critical axis v, which

is shown in blue (at t = 0). The

(green) trajectory of the tip of the

middle axis of inertia �begins� at

one �pole� and �ends� at the other.

The directions of the middle axes,

corresponding to dual solutions,

are opposed to each other at the

�equator�, spanned by the (blue)

tip of Galois critical axis. Further

clari�cation is given in [4].
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